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BrightSpec brings a major new advance in gas sensors:
the first commercial Pure Rotational Spectrometer
platform for manufacturing process control and
environmental monitoring. We quantify and qualify, in
nearly real-time, trace levels of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) in a complex mixture, without the
need for chromatographic separation.

Gas Sensing and Monitoring

For applications where ultralow detection limits are
desired on one or a few molecular species, the
BrightSpec Targeted Band spectrometer can reach
ppb-to-ppt detection limits in seconds to minutes of
measurement time. If the analysis needs change,
BrightSpec can reprogram the instrument in software to
enable the detection of a new set of target molecules.
Through the use of coherent excitation technologies
exclusive to BrightSpec, this spectrometer has an
extremely low chance of a false identification, even in
complex (up to 100 species) mixtures. This instrument
also has the ability to discriminate between isomers,
conformers, and isotopes, and to determine the
enantiomeric excess for chiral samples.

Gas Analysis and Identification of Unknowns

BrightSpec ONE is a broadband survey spectrometer
that performs full characterization of gas samples. After
sample injection and characterization, the spectrometer
returns a list of all known species detected in the sample,
along with their concentrations in the mixture. Other
lines attributed to unknown species can be identified
through BrightSpec exclusive coherent technologies (see
the “BrightSpec Science” section). No prior knowledge
about the mixture composition is required.

2’ x 4’ self-contained footprint
Standard 110 V power and USB connections.
Standard Swagelok sample connections.

BrightSpec Labs is the analytical services division of
BrightSpec, where we configure measurement solutions
for each customer through initial experiment design,
method development, training and implementation. This
provides a clear, consistent path through which to
evaluate the BrightSpec technology and integration into
specific work environments

Company Background
BrightSpec addresses critical analytical needs for
electronics manufacturers. The primary product offerings
are in two configurations, each with capabilities that are
unmatched by other analytical technique for gas state
analysis of lightweight molecules. We fill critical gaps
among FT-IR, GC/MS, GC-FID, NMR and cavity ring-down
spectroscopy techniques. In 2012, as a result of
participating in the NSF sponsored iCorps Lean
Launchpad program, we personally interviewed over 100
would-be end users of our products. In early 2013,
BrightSpec completed a Series A financing to hire a team
of four physical chemists, build-out a dedicated 2,400 sq.
ft. lab and instrument assembly space, and fund
initial operations.

Molecular Rotational Spectroscopy
for Chemical Analysis
Pure rotational spectroscopy in the millimeter and
submillimeter is a well established technique in academic
research settings, with seven decades of instrument
development behind the BrightSpec technology. Spectrometers for molecular rotational spectroscopy combine
the operational simplicity of Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR) with the sensitive and selective
chemical analysis capabilities of mass spectrometry.
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The innovations pioneered by BrightSpec scientists have enabled the first commercially viable, general-use millimeter
wave rotational spectrometers for gas monitoring and mixture analysis. Some of the key features of BrightSpec rotational
spectrometers are:
Chemical selectivity. Because every molecule has a unique mass distribution, every molecule has a unique rotational spectrum. At
low pressures (1-100 mTorr), rotational lines are narrow (Dn/n < 10-5) and related species, including isomers, conformers, and
isotopologues, can be readily identified with no spectral overlap or false identification. Because of the narrow line widths, mixtures can
be characterized in situ, with no chromatographic separation needed.
Breadth of application. Any gas-phase molecule with a dipole moment has a rotational spectrum and so can be monitored by BrightSpec spectrometers. The high spectral resolution makes it possible to analyze mixtures directly without gas chromatographic separation. In situ monitoring, such as in plasma discharges, is possible and allows detection of highly reactive species like ions and radicals.
Simplicity of operation. The light field is generated digitally, so there are no lasers in the system, and no routine maintenance or
calibration needs. All spectrum analysis is performed in software, so no special training is needed for operation.
Speed. Full mixture composition analysis can be performed in less than a second. Dynamic range exceeding 100,000:1 for the
dentification of minor constituents in a complex mixture. Intensity precision of 0.1% or better, enabling precise quantification of
molecular abundances and detecting small changes in density with fast update rates.

BrightSpec Science

Molecules of Interest
Some chemical species identified by discussions within
the semiconductor community that will be sensitively
characterized by the BrightSpec technique are:
Carbon monoxide, Propylene, Acetone, Ethanol, Nitrogen
trifluoride (NF3), Ammonia, Difluoromethane (CF2H2)
and larger fluorinated hydrocarbons, Phosphine, Butyrolactone (GBL), NMP (1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone), Cyclohexanone, Toluene.

BrightSpec ONE software interface

Gas Sensing and Monitoring

The targeted band spectrometer offers
the lowest absolute detection limits
attainable by rotational spectroscopy.
This is illustrated by the detection of very
rare isotopologues of carbonyl sulfide, O=C=S. The small
mass changes between the different isotopes shift the
frequencies of the rotational spectrum so that
site-specific isotope detection is achieved. In order to
eliminate the possibility of a false identification, a
two-color experiment is employed. The first light pulse
(the “pump” pulse) alters the quantum state populations,
which are then measured by the second pulse (the
probe). The increase in signal when the pump is turned
on confirms that the detected transition is due to the
presence of that particular molecule.

Gas Mixture Analysis
The BrightSpec ONE spectrometer includes a suite of tools to separate the spectrum of a complex mixture into its
constituents, and to identify unknowns: Double resonance measurements identify which transitions are associated with
the same quantum levels (analogous to 2-D COSY NMR). Structural verification through isotope identifications
Mass determination from the molecular response function, using Hahn echo sequences to separate collisional and
Doppler contributions to the free induction decay (FID). The mass is determined entirely from properties of the
spectroscopy and requires no previous knowledge about the sample or spectroscopy.

A broadband survey with a
1 sec measurement time.

Intensity precision from
measurement to
measurement of better
than 0.1%.

Frequency resolution to
unambiguously distinguish
isotopes in natural
abundance.

From the shape of the molecular
response function, the mass of
the carrier of a given transition
can be determined.
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Sample of mass determinations of known species,
showing accuracy within 3%
(1-2 amu mass accuracy for
species in the sample).

